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Unit－cell parameters, Raman scattering profiles and DTA curves were measured on monoclinic tridymite from 
fired silica brick. Ten peaks appear in the Raman measurements from 100 to 1250 cm－1 at 25°C, and their posi-
tions and widths show no significant change up to 110°C. The monoclinic unit－cell parameters, a, b, c and �, 
slightly increase or remain nearly constant with increasing temperatures up to 110°C. Both the Raman spectra 
and the unit－cell parameters undergo significant changes in the range from 110 to 115°C. Only two endother-
mic peaks, at 117 and 166°C, appear in the DTA curve measured on a powdered sample of nearly pure mono-
clinic phase in a heating run from 25 to 300°C. In X－ray single－crystal refinements, the structural parameters 
including anisotropic temperature factors of atoms were fully determined for the monoclinic phase at 25, 80, 90 
and 100°C, and the orthorhombic phase at 140°C. The difference between the temperature factors on both sides 
of the transition point is the most remarkable: 0.0286 A゚2 in average for all O atoms at 100°C in the monoclinic 
phase and 0.0713 A゚2 at 140°C, both for Beq. The averaged Si－O distances calculated for the atomic mean posi-
tions decrease with increasing temperatures: 1.599 A゚  at 25°C, 1.595 A゚  at 100°C and 1.576 A゚  at 140°C, whereas 
the values corrected for the thermal displacement parameters remain unchanged at 1.61 A゚  through all the tem-
peratures studied.
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INTRODUCTION

Several meta－stable varieties of tridymite (SiO2) have 
been reported under ambient conditions; the nomencla-
ture of Nukui and Nakazawa (1978 and 1980) is used 
through this paper. These modifications can be divided 
into two main groups, monoclinic (MC) and pseudo－
orthorhombic (PO). Most of the naturally occurring tri-
dymites are PO with different unit－cells (Hoffman, 
1967), whereas meteoritic (Dollase and Buerger, 1966) 
and synthetic ones (Hoffmann, 1967; Kato and Nukui, 
1976) are MC. MC tridymite is also reported from fired 
silica bricks (Dollase and Buerger, 1966; Kihara, 1977; 
Schneider and Flö lke, 1982) and from dacitic rocks in the 
Yugawara area, Japan, which is an exceptional case 
among the earths tridymites (Kawai et al., 1978).

With increasing temperatures, MC tridymite succes-
sively undergoes displacive structure transitions up to the 
hexagonal highest－temperature form (HP). The numbers 
of modifications observed in experiments show some 
variation, probably reflecting different conditions of crys-
tallization or thermal history or so on. An X－ray single－
crystal study (Nukui and Nakazawa, 1978) with heating 
experiments of synthetic MC tridymite showed a series of 
structure transitions such as MC－OP－OS－OC－HP, where 
OC, OS and OP are all orthorhombic. OC has a C－cen-
tered Bravais lattice, the primitive cell of which is only 
slightly distorted into orthorhombic from that of HP; and 
OP has the (3×1×1) superstructure cell of OC and OS 
with an incommensurate a－axis. OS also appears in the 
Steinbach meteorite (e.g., Dollase, 1967), but not in a MC 
crystal from fired silica brick (Kihara, 1978). Steinbach 
tridymite shows different transformation sequences for 
samples depending on whether they had been annealed or 
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not. OP appears only in the samples annealed in the sta-
ble field of HP (Cellai et al., 1994). In addition to these 
phases, according to Hoffmann et al., (1983), a phase 
MX－1 is obtained from mechanical or thermal treatment 
of MC crystals.

MX－1, which is incommensurately modulated with 
a monoclinic symmetry, was firstly reported by Nukui 
and Nakazawa (1980) for synthetic samples. Hoffmann et 
al. (1983) found that this phase is formed on heating MC 
crystals to temperatures ranging 110 to 160°C and subse-
quent rapid cooling to －10°C, or by grinding or uniaxial 
compression of MC crystals, along the pseudohexagonal 
c－axis, at room temperature.

De Dombal and Carpenter (1993), in the DSC mea-
surements of Steinbach tridymite, found two peaks at 
about 102 and 110°C and also found, in their infrared 
(IR) measurements, a significant change of the wave num-
ber of a mode at about 800 cm－1 at around 100°C. In the 
IR measurements of hand－ground Steinbach tridymite by 
Cellai et al. (1995), a band at 540 cm－1 showed two dis-
continuities in the temperature dependence of the inten-
sity at 75 and 100°C, and then disappeared at 115°C: 
these authors consider that the first discontinuity (at 75 
°C) is related to the (MX－1)－PO transition and the sec-
ond one (at 100°C) to the MC－OS transition, which 
occurs at about 115°C. These data in the IR and DSC 
experiments lead Cellai et al. (1995) to conclude that the 
transition MC－OS or MC－OP apparently proceeds via an 
intermediate phase, which exists in a small temperature 
interval of about 12°C. The existence of the intermediate 
phase is also stressed by Pryde and Dove (1998) in a sym-
metry point of view for the related phases.

The crystal structure of MC has been studied so far 
only at room temperature. Dollase and Bauer (1976) and 
Kato and Nukui (1976) independently determined the 
structure at room temperature, employing different axial 
settings to each other. Both, however, led to the same 
space group symbol, Cc. In the present study, the a－ and 
c－axes of Kato and Nukui (1976) are interchanged to 
make comparisons with the higher temperature modifica-
tions more convenient. The space group symbol is 
changed to Aa in this interchange. In MC (also in OP), 
multiple twinning commonly occurs in the six (three) ori-
entations rotated around the pseudohexagonal c－axis, 
because this phase is, in general, obtained in cooling pro-
cesses to the subgroups from the higher symmetry phases 
such as HP. The corresponding superstructure reflections 
from different orientations are separated from each other, 
and their intensity ratios may reflect the twin ratios. The 
specimens used in these previous studies were twinned, 
and intensities corrected for twinning were used in the 
refinement (Kato and Nukui, 1976; Dollase and Baur, 

1976).
The OP structure has been refined in two studies so 

far, one with single crystal data (Kihara, 1977) and the 
other with Rietveld analysis of powder data (Graetsch, 
2001). In Kihara (1977), 428 intensities below sin �/� = 
0.46 A゚－1 were used to determine the 163 parameters in an 
anisotropic temperature－factor model. Because of the 
scarcity of observed reflections, it was not possible simul-
taneously to determine the full set of variable parameters 
in the anisotropic model.

The present study was undertaken with three main 
purposes: the first is to determine the crystal structures of 
MC and OP at various temperatures above room tempera-
ture, the second to establish the structural relationship 
between MC and OP, and the third to measure spectro-
scopic data of monoclinic tridymite with varying 
temperatures. For the first, X－ray single－crystal intensi-
ties were newly measured with a nearly twin－free crystal 
on a diffractometer equipped with a charge－coupled 
device (CCD) detector. For the second, DTA measure-
ments were carried out on powdered samples prepared to 
be of the single phase of MC tridymite, and the unit－cell 
parameters were measured with a single－crystal at vari-
ous temperatures including the MC－OP transition point, 
focusing on the reported intermediate phase (Cellai et al., 
1995). For the third, Raman spectroscopic data were 
measured for MC, OP and the higher temperature phases 
of tridymite: these data are not only the first to be 
reported but are informative in respect of the second 
objective. In addition to these main objectives, X－ray 
powder diffraction measurements were carried out to 
examine the effects of grinding or heat treatment during 
preparation of samples of MC.

EXPERIMENTAL

Sample preparation

Transparent crystalline specimens grown on the surface 
of refractory silica brick, which had enjoyed much the 
same thermal history as that used in our previous papers 
(e.g., Kihara, 1977), were scratched from the surface and 
used to prepare specimens for the X－ray, DTA and 
Raman measurements.

In the present measurements, both powdered sam-
ples and single－crystals (or fragmental crystals) were 
used. The powdered samples were prepared by three dif-
ferent procedures. The aggregate of crystals collected 
from the scratch were hand－ground in a mortar to prepare 
the first sample, which is hereafter called TP－r. A part of 
the TP－r powders was repeatedly treated, more than ten 
times, by heating up to 250°C in air and by subsequent 
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Figure 1. X－ray powder diffraction diagrams (Cu K�) of tridym-
ite prepared by different treatments. a TP－a, b TP－q and c TP－r. 
Details from 2�=20 to 25° are shown in the inlet.

Table 1. Unit－cell parameters of monoclinic tridymite, MC, in space group Aa with varying temperature, determined with a 
　single－crystal specimen

  ESDs are in parentheses. 
* Above 115°C, the structure is orthorhombic, but values shown are calculated for reflections indexed as the monoclinic cell.

Figure 3. DTA curves in heating runs with a heating rate of 
 7°C/min.  a TP－a, b TP－q and c TP－r.

Figure 2. Temperature dependence of monoclinic unit－cell dimen-

sions, a, b and c (A゚), and angles � ( °) from 25 to 110°C, mea-
sured with a single－crystal on a 4－circle diffractometer. 
Corresponding values for the orthorhombic phase, calculated for 
the reflections indexed with the monoclinic cell, are also indi-
cated for three temperatures from 115 to 125°C.
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cooling down to －30°C in ethanol. This is called TP－q. 
The third sample was prepared by the continuous heating 
of a mixture of the TP－r powders and reagent grade 
Na2WO4.2H2O powder over 96 hrs at 900°C. After cool-
ing, the mixture was washed by repeated watering at 50 
°C to remove the tungstate powder. The residual powder 
ample was called TP－a. According to Graetsch (2001), 
powdered samples of MC are obtained from MX－1 in 
this treatment.

Experiments on single－crystals or fragmental speci-
mens are very important for the studies of the structural 
changes in tridymite to avoid external stresses on the sam-
ples during sample preparations. The Raman spectra and 
X－ray integrated intensities were measured on two 
groups of fragments of different sizes, one 0.2－0.3 mm 
and the other smaller than 0.1 mm in three dimensions. 
The specimens with dimensions 0.2－0.3 mm are almost 
always twinned, convenient for the Raman measure-
ments. In contrast, on examining diffraction patterns 
using a single crystal diffractometer with a CCD detector, 
we found some of the smaller－sized fragments to be 
nearly free from twinning.

X-ray powder diffractions and single-crystal measure-
ments of unit-cells

Figure 1 shows the powder diffraction diagrams of the 
three kinds of samples, a for TP－a, b for TP－q and c for 
TP－r, all measured at room temperature with a diffracto-
meter RINT2000 (Rigaku Co.). All the observed peaks 
for TP－a were indexed with the monoclinic cell in the Aa 
setting, and its constants were determined with least－
squares fitting as a=25.45(7), b=4.93(1), c=18.24(5)A゚   　and 
�=117.0(2)°. We conclude at this stage that TP－a is MC. 
However, the diffraction patterns for TP－r and TP－q 
appear slightly different from TP－a, having three or two 
peaks around 2� of 23° (the inlet of Fig. 1). After consult-
ing Graetsch (1998), we conclude that TP－q is MX－1, 
whereas TP－r is a mixture of MX－1 and MC.

The temperature dependences of the unit－cell dimen-
sions in the range from room temperature to 125°C were 
measured on a twin－free fragment of MC using a 4－cir-
cle diffractometer. The specimen was heated with an elec-
tric furnace mounted on the diffractometer, and the 
temperatures at the specimen were calibrated with the 
melting points of Sn, Zn and Pb. The accuracies were esti-
mated to be better than 1°C in the range of the present 
measurements (details are given in Kihara, 1990). The 
values of the unit－cell dimensions determined in least 
squares fitting are tabulated in Table 1 and plotted in 
Figure 2. The a－ and c－dimensions increase only slightly 
with increasing temperature in MC, the b－dimension 

stays nearly constant, and there is just one abrupt change 
occurring between 110 and 115°C for each dimension.

DTA measurement

DTA curves were measured on the three kinds of pow-
dered samples with a TG8120 (Rigaku Co.): the results 
for the heating measurements are shown in Figure 3. The 
heating rate was 7°C/min and Al2O3 was used as the 
standard. Below 300°C, TP－r shows at least five endother-
mic peaks at about 84, 113, 122, 155 and 168°C, all read 
at the top position. The five peaks are also observed in 
TP－q, but the peak positions and heights are obviously 
changed to 80, 112, 121, 152 and 166°C, respectively. On 
the contrary, TP－a shows a simple DTA pattern with only 
two endothermic peaks at about 117°C and 166°C: the for-
mer is possibly related to the MC－OP transition and the 
latter to the OP－OC transition or OP－OS transition. In 
comparison with the results of Graetsch (1998), the pre-
sent DTA curve of TP－a appears almost equal with that 
of MC, whereas that of TP－q, which we consider as MX－

1 by comparison of the X－ray diffraction patterns, 
appears different from Graetschs MX－1, which lacks the 
peak at 121°C, but has an additional peak at about 200°C.

Raman measurement

The Raman spectra at 29 temperatures from 25 to 500°C 
were measured on a fragmental crystal of MC (dimension 
of about 0.25 mm) in an argon laser beam of diameter 
100 �m, using a Raman microscope spectrometer, 
STR250 (Seki Technotron Co.). The powdered sample 
TP－q was also measured at 19 temperatures. Figure 4 
shows the spectra for the selected temperatures measured 
on the fragmental crystal (a) and the powdered sample 
TP－q (b). The Raman spectra of the powdered sample 
TP－q have broad peaks at about 225, 295, 360, 445, 790 
and 1080 cm－1 and compare well with those observed 
above 115°C for the fragmental specimen. It is reasonable 
to assume that, under the present experimental condi-
tions, all the possible phonon modes, or at least those 
given by a powdered sample, are available with the frag-
mental crystal.

Both the MC and OP structures have 72 atoms in 
their primitive cells. The 213 species of optic modes at 
the zone center � are all Raman active for both MC and 
OP. For the measured spectra of MC, we see only ten 
peaks below 1250 cm－1: several peaks are concentrated 
into a range from 200 to 500 cm－1, and others are in 
ranges 750－800 cm－1 and 1000－1250 cm－1, indicating that 
narrowly separated bands contribute to each of the indi-
vidual peaks. We assign sequential numbers to the peaks 
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(Fig. 4a), whose positions are represented by the wave 
numbers read from the top of the peaks. Because the 
peaks are contributed by some numbers of modes, the 
wave numbers assigned are only for the convenience of 
explanation and do not correspond to any real phonon 
mode. The measured peaks for the higher temperature 
forms are apparently broader than those for MC, but the 
basic features remain almost unchanged, with only slight 
peak shifts and intensity changes.

Figure 5 exhibits the temperature dependences of 
such wave numbers of selected peaks up to 500°C: the top 
positions are read after smoothing. The peaks observed at 
room temperature are relatively sharp and show no sig-
nificant changes in their positions and widths up to 110 
°C (Figs. 4a and 5a). The Raman profiles at 110 and 
115°C are obviously different (Fig. 4a), showing that a 
structural transition occurs between these temperatures. 
The change apparently corresponds to the peak at 117°C 
in the DTA curve, considered as the MC－OP transition. 

Figure 4. Raman spectra at varying temperatures: a for 14 selected 
points of temperature for a fragmental specimen, and b for 11 
selected points of temperature for powdered specimen TP－q. 
Temperatures for a are a; 25, b; 70, c; 110, d; 115, e; 140, f; 
160, g; 180, h; 200, i; 240, j; 280, k; 300, l; 360, m; 420 and n; 
500°C, and for b a; 40, b; 50, c; 80, d; 90, e; 100, f; 110, g; 120, 
h; 130, i; 140, j; 150 and k; 210°C. An argon laser beam of 
diameter 100 �m was used. The resolution in wave number is 
1.3 cm－1, and intensities were accumulated over 30 single mea-
surements for 10 s.

Figure 5. Temperature dependences of wave numbers of selected 
Raman peaks. 

　a Peaks #1, #3, #4 and #6 in MC from 25 to 110°C are repre-
sented with ■ , □ , ▲ and △ , respectively; b Peaks #1, #3 and 
#4 for temperatures above 110 to 500°C (c) peaks #7 and #8 
with  and ◇ , respectively, from 25 to 500°C.
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Above 115°C, peak #2 disappears or is unified to a single 
broad peak at the #3 position (Fig. 4a). Peaks #7 and #8 
are separated in MC, but the latter appears to weaken to a 
shoulder of the former in the higher temperature phase 
(Fig. 4a). The wave numbers of peaks #1 and #7 show 
gaps at about 170°C (Fig. 5b, c), which corresponds to 
the peak in DTA, considered as the OP－OC transition. 
The wave numbers of peaks #1 and #4 in OP and OC 
show weak but steady temperature dependence with 
increasing temperature, the former moves toward the 
higher wave number side, but the latter moves to lower 
wave numbers. The three peaks, #1, #3 and #4, at about 
220, 300 and 360 cm－1 at 110°C, become a single broad 
peak at about 300 cm－1 between 420 and 450°C. These 
values of temperatures remind us of the OC－HP transi-

tion point at about 420°C, which was observed in the pre-
vious X－ray single－crystal study (Kihara, 1978).

STRUCTURE-REFINEMENT

The integrated intensities were measured with a graphite 
monochromatized Mo K� radiation on the CCD diffrac-
tometer at 25, 80, 90, 100 and 140°C using a fragment, of 
size 0.1×0.1×0.05 mm3, which showed no obvious sign 
of twinning. The crystal was bathed in a heated airflow, 
the temperature of which was monitored and controlled 
within ± 1°C. The space groups were confirmed by 
examining the intensity distributions and systematic 
absences: at the four points of temperatures, 25, 80, 90 
and 100°C, it is monoclinic Aa with the unit－cell used in 

Table 2. Conditions of intensity measurements, structure refinements and crystallographic data

*1 Two coordinates x and z for Si1 were fixed during the refinements to define the origin. 
*2 R = �||Fo| － |Fc|| / �|Fo| 
*3 Rw = {�[w(|Fo| － |Fc|)2] / �wFo

2}1/2
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the indexing of the present powder diffraction diagram 
and, at 140°C, orthorhombic P212121 with the unit－cell of 
OP. These data are summarized in Table 2. The inte-
grated intensity for each reflection was processed with 
TEXSANTM (1989) to prepare and estimate its structure 
factor amplitude |Fo| and standard deviation �(|Fo|), 
respectively. The symmetrically independent |Fo| values 
were obtained by averaging over the equivalent ones. 
Most of the superstructure reflections, particularly in OP, 
are of weak intensity: the number of observed reflections 
in an asymmetric unit was 1620 for OP (in the measure-
ment at 140°C) and about 2700 for MC (in the four 
measurements). Among those, 336 and about 1600 reflec-
tions were of |Fo| values larger than or equal to the corre-
sponding 3� for OP and MC, respectively. To improve 
the ratios of parameters to observations, all the measured 
reflections were used in the refinements for OP whereas, 
for MC, the number of the reflections with |Fo| greater 
than or equal to one � was sufficient to achieve a reason-
able condition for the least squares refinement. The least－
squares program LSGCEX (Kihara, 1990) was used.

The refinement was commenced with the OP struc-
ture at 140°C. The initial atomic coordinates were 
obtained from the OC structure by applying a program 
KEY (Ito, 1973). The refinement initiated with these coor-
dinates resulted in the Rw value of 0.089 for 1620 reflec-
tions with the 163 variable parameters: a scale factor and 

162 atomic parameters for the 18 symmetrically inde-
pendent atoms on the general potions of P212121 (Table 
2). It is noted that, if the structure factors are calculated 
only for the reflections with |Fo| values larger than or 
equal to corresponding 3��’s, the agreement factor Rw 
reduces to 0.051 for 336 reflections. The present atomic 
coordinates are essentially the same as those of Kihara 
(1977) in their displacement directions from the OC struc-
ture, whereas some differences are seen in the coordi-
nates and temperature factors in the view of the estimated 
standard deviations (ESDs). The present values are con-
sidered to be more accurate because they take account of 
the remarkable increase in observations, enabling us to 
refine all the variable parameters simultaneously. The 
intensity data for OP were measured only at 140°C, and 
the atomic parameters, atomic distances and angles are 
listed in Table 3.

The series of refinements at the four temperatures in 
the field of MC was initiated with the 100°C data, 
employing the atomic coordinates determined in applying 
program KEY to the OP parameters at 140°C determined 
as above. The refinements were carried out varying 323 
parameters simultaneously: a scale factor and 322 atomic 
parameters for the 36 symmetrically independent atoms 
on the general potions of Aa. During the refinements, the 
two coordinates, x and z, for Si1 were fixed to define the 
origin. The parameters obtained for the 100°C data were 

Table 3. The atomic parameters, distances and angles in orthorhombic tridymite, OP, at 140°C 
(a) Positional parameters and equivalent isotropic temperature factors, Beq 　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

ESDs are in parentheses. 
* Atoms are all on general positions of space group P212121. 
The origin is placed as in the standard setting.
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used as the starting values of the subsequent refinements 
for the next lower temperature data to room temperature. 
The Rw－factors, about 0.04 for about 2250 reflections 
with |Fo| values larger than or equal to the corresponding 
�’s and about 0.035 for about 1600 |Fo| values larger than 
or equal to the corresponding 3��, are improved in com-
parison with the literature values. In Table 4, (a) the 
atomic coordinates and equivalent isotropic temperature 
factors, (b) the Si－O distances, (c) the Si－O－Si angles 
and (d) the O－O distances are listed for the cases of 25 

and 100°C. The full structural parameters and the sets of 
|Fo| are not presented here, but may be available from the 
authors on request.

STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTION

Figure 6a shows the projections of the OP structure at 
140°C on (001) and (010), and Figure 6b the projection of 
the MC structure at 100°C on (010), where atoms are rep-
resented by the thermal ellipsoids of 50 % probabilities. 

Table 3. (Continued.)
(b) Si－O distances (A゚), Si－Oi － Si(°) angles and O－O distances (A゚)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

Si－O distances and Si－O－Si angles are shown as “uncorrected” for those calculated with mean positions of related atoms, and 
as “corrected” for those corrected for thermal displacement factors of related atoms. O－O distances are only for uncorrected. 
ESDs are in parentheses. 
* Unbiased estimates of sample means.
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In the ideal tridymite structure, which may be represented 
by the mean positions of atoms in HP, SiO4 units join 
each other by sharing their corner O atoms to form a 
three－dimensional framework of six－membered rings. 
For convenience in describing the structure, the three O 
atoms of a SiO4 unit in a plane of six－membered rings are 

distinguished from the fourth O, which is off the plane: 
the former are called the basal O atoms and the latter the 
apical O atom. The SiO4 units orient upward and down-
ward alternately in the six－membered rings to form the 
tridymite layers, which are stacked on top of each other 
by sharing the apical O atoms to form hexagonal chan-

Table 4. Atomic parameters (a), Si－O distances (b), Si－O－Si angles (c) and O－O distances (d) in monoclinic tridymite, MC, at 25 and 
　100°C 
(a) Atomic coordinates and equivalent isotropic temperature factors　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

Si－O distances and Si－O－Si angles are shown as “uncorrected” for those calculated with mean positions of related atoms, and as 
“corrected” for those corrected for thermal displacement factors of related atoms. 

 ESDs are shown in parentheses. 
  *1 Atoms are all on the general positions of space group Aa. 
**2 Fixed through refinements to define the origin.
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nels along the c－axis. Looking down the tridymite layer 
of MC or OP along the pseudohexagonal c－axis, the six－
membered rings are seen to be distorted into a ditrigonal 
shape and an oval one, denoted as D (or D′ in another ori-
entation) and O (or O′), respectively. These distortions 
cause the Si－O－Si bonds to bend so as to be divided into 
two groups: one, denoted as Si－O－Si(||), with the basal O 
atom is more bent, nearly in (001), and the other, Si－O－

Si(⊥), with the apical O atom is less bent, nearly along 
the normal to the tridymite layers. Figure 7 shows the 

two－series of the temperature dependences of the equiva-
lent isotropic temperature factors Beq for O atoms, each 
averaged over all the O atoms (solid circles) and the api-
cal O atoms (open triangles), together with those for the 
Si atoms (crosses).

The atomic coordinates obtained from the harmonic 
refinements of X－ray diffraction intensities may repre-
sent the mean positions of atoms. The calculated dis-
tances for such positions, i.e., the inter－mean distances, 
may possibly differ more or less from those of real bonds. 

Table 4. (Continued.)
(b) Si－O distances (A゚)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

Mean Si－O (uncorrected) *: 1.599A゚  at 25°C and 1.595 A゚  at 100°C. 
Mean Si－O (corrected) *: 1.61 A゚  at 25 and 100°C. 
Uncorrected values are shown with ESDs in parentheses. 
ESDs for corrected ones are all 0.02 A゚. 
* Unbiased sample means.
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In the present study, the inter－mean distances for Si－O, 
Si－Si and O－O and angles for Si－O－Si were firstly calcu-
lated, and then the inter－mean distances for Si－O were 
corrected using the analysis of Downs et al. (1990), a 
rigid－body analysis based on the anisotropic mean square 
displacements (MSD) of each pair of atoms. The Si－O－Si 
angles were also calculated from the Si－Si inter－mean 
distances and the corrected Si－O distances. We refer to 
the distances and angles for mean positions as “uncorrect-
ed”, and those with corrected values as “corrected”.

OP tridymite

The most remarkable of the OP structure is the highly an- 
isotropic and large MSDs of O atoms. The apical O 
atoms in the OP structure are numbered from 1 to 3, and 
the remaining ones, i.e., the basal ones from 4 to 12 (Fig. 
6a), following Kihara (1977). For further convenience, 

the principal axes of thermal ellipsoids are numbered 
from 1 for the largest to 3 for the smallest. As indicated in 
Figures 6 and 7, the MSDs of O atoms in the OP structure 
are much larger (three or four times) and more strongly 
anisotropic than in MC. In particular, Figure 7 shows that 
the differences between the apical and basal O atoms are 
much larger in OP. The axes－1 of thermal ellipsoids for 
the apical O atoms, which form the nearly straight Si－Oi －
Si bonds, are also especially large but are all nearly paral-
lel with [100] (Fig. 7).

The Si－O bond distances show a little variety within 
each tetrahedron. The means of uncorrected and cor-
rected Si－O distances in the six independent tetrahedra 
are 1.576 and 1.61A゚  for the 24 values, respectively. The 
Si－O－Si angles are around the mean of 154.4° for Si－O－

Si(||), and 175.0° for Si－O－Si(⊥), both for the uncor-
rected values. With the corrected Si－O distances, these 
values reduce to 146° and 149°, respectively.

Table 4. (Continued.) 
(c) Si－O－Si angles (°)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

ESDs are in parentheses. 
* Unbiased sample means.
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The unit－cell of this structure can be expressed as a 
sequence of six slabs perpendicular to [100], which are 
marked with the letter S numbered from 1 to 6 as 
 subscripts in Figure 6a. Three slabs S3, S4 and S5 are 
 connected by sharing O4 and O5, and the same also occurs 
for the remaining three S6, S1 and S2, by symmetry. 
 We notice that the stacking of the three slabs, each con-
nected by O4 and O5, results in the formation of hexago-
nal rings in the D (or D′) type distortion. In the OP 
structure as illustrated  in  Figure  6a,  the   sequences   DD 
and   D′D′ occur in the stacking of S6－S1－S2 and S3－S4－

S5, respectively, and these two sequences meet at the O6 
sites, resulting in the formation of the O (or O′) type 
rings in their interfaces. In other words, the O or 

 O′ type rings occur only at the interfaces between the 
major parts of the D and D′ rings. In this regard, the sites 
of O6 are unique in comparison with O4, O5, and other O 
atoms. Its uniqueness is also seen in the Si－O6－Si angle 
in comparison with the other angles.

MC tridymite

The atomic coordinates at 25°C agree with those of Kato 
and Nukui (1976) within one ESD. The corrections for 
the bond distances and angles for the atomic MSDs are 
much smaller than in OP. The corrected Si－O distances 
and Si－O－Si angles show no notable change with tem-
perature, whereas the uncorrected values show weak 

Table 4. (Continued.) 
 (d) O－O distances (A゚) in SiO4　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

Value for an O－O pair should be read from the corresponding place in the right hand column headed by 25 or 
100°C. 
ESDs are all 0.01 A゚. 
* Unbiased sample means.
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decreasing and increasing trends, respectively, with 
increasing temperatures. The mean corrected Si－O dis-
tance is 1.61 A゚  at 25 and 100°C, and the corrected values 
for Si－O－Si angles are 146 (25°C) and 147° (100°C) for 
Si－O－Si(||), and 151° (25 and 100°C) for Si－O－Si(⊥).

Similarly to the unit－cell parameters, the atomic 
coordinates in MC also change only slightly with tem-
peratures (Table 4). The points for Beq at the four tempera-
tures are well fitted with straight lines for both O and Si 
atoms, and extrapolations show large gaps to the corre-
sponding points for OP, as illustrated in Figure 7.

In MC, the six－membered rings are distorted simi-
larly as in OP, and each tridymite layer is possibly 
expressed as the repeat of  DDOD′D′O′along its mono-
clinic [100], just as seen in OP. However, the deforma-
tion types are no longer the same just above or below 
along the pseudohexagonal c－axis (or [1/3,0,1]) and, 
therefore, a similar description to that given for OP is not 

Figure 6. Projections of OP and MC structures: a OP at 140°C on (001) and (010), and b MC at 100°C on (010). Atoms are represented with 
thermal ellipsoids of 50% probabilities. Ditrigonal－ and oval－shaped six－membered rings are marked D or D ′ (in another orientation) and 
O or O′ in the (001) projection of OP, which is also associated by symbols from S1 to S6 representing slabs perpendicular to [100].

Figure 7. Temperature dependence of Beq for O atoms in MC and 
OP fields. ● : averages over all O atoms, and △ : averages over 
apical O atoms only. Averages of Beq for Si atoms are indicated 
with crosses, ×, for comparison. A vertical broken line shows 
the expected point of the first－order transition between mono-
clinic and orthorhombic phases.
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applicable to the MC structure.

DISCUSSION

The present DTA measurements for MC tridymite (TP－a) 
(Fig. 3) show only the two endothermic peaks at 117 and 
166°C (read at the peak tops). The peak at 117°C starts to 
fall at about 110°C (Fig. 3a), and well corresponds to the 
significant discontinuities observed between 110 and 
115°C in the temperature dependences of unit－cell 
parameters and Raman scattering profiles. It may be 
safely concluded that the MC－OP transition takes place 
over an interval, smaller than 5°C, between 110 and 
115°C. An intermediate phase, if any, has to be found in 
such a small interval as 5°C.

The atomic MSDs in MC are not such as to suggest 
a clear disorder of atoms: the equivalent isotropic MSDs, 
Beq, averaged over all O atoms, 0.0215 A゚2, are larger than 
0.0125 A゚2 (Kihara, 1990) in quartz at room temperature, 
but comparable with 0.0181 A゚2 (Peacor, 1973) or 0.0235 
A゚2 (Pluth and Smith, 1985) of low cristobalite at room 
temperature. The possibility of disorder at the O24 site, 
suggested by Xiao et al. (1993), is not as high as explic-
itly referred to: the Si－O24－Si angle is exceptionally large 
at 178 (7)° at 25°C, whereas the MSD of O24, about 0.031 
A゚

2, is not exceptionally large although it is the largest. 
The temperature dependences of structural parameters 
observed in MC tridymite are well fitted with straight 
lines and, therefore, remarkably different from those 
observed in low quartz, where the structural parameters 
involving atomic coordinates and MSDs, cell constants, 
and so on change rapidly and nonlinearly toward those at 
the �－� transition with increasing temperature, being 
driven by increasing disorder over corresponding 
Dauphine twin－related sites (Kihara, 2001). The tempera-
ture dependences of structural parameters observed in 
MC, which are rather similar to those in low cristobalite, 
suggest that the MC structure remains ordered up to the 
MC－OP transition point, unlike in �－quartz.

On the other hand, the characteristic features, in OP, 
observed in the magnitudes of thermal ellipsoids for O4, 
O5, O6 and the orientations of their principal axes－1, as 
well as those of the apical O atoms, may suggest that the 
rigid SiO4 units undergo librational motions around the 
axes nearly parallel with [010] passing through the cen-
tral Si atoms. However, the atomic MSDs increase sub-
stantially and abruptly on the OP side of the transition, 
compared with those in MC. Such large and highly an- 
isotropic MSDs could be accounted for more reasonably 
by assuming an orientation－disorder of the SiO4 units, as 
in Kihara (1995), over multiple energy minima, which 
may be arranged around the directions of principal axes－

1 of the thermal ellipsoids of these O atoms. A report 
about the disorder is in preparation to appear in this 
journal.

The effects of the anisotropic MSDs of atoms appear 
in the Si－O distances calculated for the coordinates 
obtained in the present refinements, which decrease with 
increasing temperatures. The effects appear more signifi-
cantly in OP than in MC: the averaged Si－O distances are 
1.599 A゚  at 25°C, 1.595 A゚  at 100°C for MC, but largely 
reduce to 1.576 A゚  at 140°C for OP. All these values cor-
rected for the atomic MSDs are about 1.61 A゚ , in good 
agreement with the Si－O distances in well－established sil-
ica structures.

As indicated with the X－ray diffraction, DTA and 
Raman measurements, the structure of the monoclinic 
phase is easily changed to other phases by hand grinding. 
The present result suggests that measurements with pow-
dered samples may not necessarily be of the MC phase.
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